FAQs

How do I participate in the Moozicore preSale?
All you need to do is send ETH to our preSale address, found at the top of the website by
clicking the “BUY TOKENS” button. Once your ETH has been sent, your MZI tokens will be
send back to your wallet instantly. No sign up required.
IMPORTANT: Please only send from an ERC20 wallet that supports custom tokens.
DO NOT send from an exchange directly, as this will not work and you may lose money!

What wallets are supported?
We recommend MyEtherWallet.com, MetaMask, Mist, Parity and Trust for iOS. But any
ERC20 compatible wallet with support for adding custom tokens should work. If in any
doubt, please read the documentation for whatever wallet it is you want to use. Whatever
you do, DO NOT send directly from exchanges! This will not work and you may lose your
money!

What information do I need to add MZI token to my wallet?
To add MZI, choose the appropriate “add token” option within your wallet and then use the
following info:
Token contract: 0xFd0Df7B58bD53D1dd4835ecD69A703b4b26F7816
Decimals: 18
Symbol: MZI
Once you have added this info, any MZI purchased will be visible and accessible.

When will MZI be listed on exchanges?
We intend for MZI to hit the first exchanges early March 2018.

Will MZI be on Binance/Bittrex/KuCoin/Cobinhood/etc…?
We anticipate the first exchanges to list MZI will be EtherDelta and HitBTC. We intend to get
listed on as many exchanges as possible - especially the more popular ones. But please
understand that with the biggest exchanges, there is less guarantee and it takes longer to
get listed.
Please continue telling us which exchanges you want to list MZI, but also ask your favourite
exchange directly. We will make contact with all the main exchanges, but your help and
support may be crucial - exchanges prefer coins and tokens with a lot of support.

Where can I download the app?
The app is not available at this time and will be developed, along with other parts of the
Moozicore service, after the preSale and before the main Sale in August.

Why such a long gap between preSale and main Sale
So we have time to develop the Moozicore app. The preSale is necessary to kickstart the
process, and then in August we have the main Sale to coincide with the full launch of
product and service.

How much will MZI cost in August?
We don’t know; the market will decide! While we have used base prices on the website and
whitepaper for illustrative purposes, this is subject to change and the eventual cost of MZI
during the main Sale will be based upon the cost of MZI at exchanges at that time.

Can I buy MZI in the app?
Yes. You can purchase MZI using credit/debit card and PayPal within the app. But please be
aware that MZI purchased in this way is only possible to use within the app - you cannot
send MZI purchased within the app to an exchange.

I see an in-app price of $0.05 quoted a lot, is this as high as MZI can
go on exchanges?
No. The $0.05 price is illustrative and based upon the lowest value of any item users can
purchase within the app. If anything, the $0.05 price is a floor/base price - a starting position.
MZI price is free to move on exchanges in line with supply and demand, just like any other
coin/token.

Why buy on an exchange if I can buy MZI for $0.05 in the app
MZI itself is not fixed at $0.05 and the value per MZI within the app will change in line with
the price at exchanges. $0.05 is a base price based upon the cheapest item within the app,
and the lowest that MZI will be sold for within the app. Also, you cannot send in-app MZI
tokens to exchanges.

What is the total supply?
Supply is limited to just 250,000,000 MZI between the end of the preSale and beginning of
main Sale in August. The main Sale will release another 750,000,000 MZI, and the total
supply at this point will be 1,000,000,000 MZI.

Why allow trading before August main Sale? Won’t the main Sale
crash the price on exchanges?
We don’t think so. We anticipate the awareness and popularity of the Moozicore service will
both maintain demand on exchanges and tie up a lot of MZI within the app. As the popularity
of Moozicore increases - with more and more venues signing up and users downloading the
app - an increasing volume of MZI will be held and used inside the app, ensuring upward
pressure on price at exchanges is maintained.

Can I use MZI purchased during the preSale or from exchanges
within the app? And can I move MZI bought in the app, to
exchanges.
MZI can be purchased on exchanges and within the app, but only move in one direction from exchanges to the app. MZI cannot move from the app to exchanges. MZI on
exchanges and within the app will have relative value in terms of purchase price, so there is
no way to buy coins cheaper in app and sell them on exchanges. What we expect to happen
is that as the Moozicore service grows, more MZI is tied up within the app, and the supply on
exchanges lessens which places an upward demand on price.

How much can MZI be worth?
We cannot, and will not, explicitly predict what the MZI price will be. Two fundamentals have
an effect on price: supply and demand. And while we can point you to other coins of a
similar total supply and show you what they are trading for, each one has its own level of
demand based upon its own project. So all investors must make their own judgement about
what kind of market cap MZI can achieve, based on what the investor believes the potential
of the Moozicore project to be. From there, you can come to your own expectations on price,
based on what you expect from the project, relative to the total supply.

Is there any bounty program?
Not during the preSale, but stay tuned for details of our main Sale in August.

Do you have licensing arranged?
Licensing has been arranged and is just waiting on funds, which will come from money
raised during the preSale.

